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FalconSAR is a uniquely designed small radar imaging

satellite that can satisfy the demanding needs of

current and future earth observation missions. Making

use of a Synthetic Apreture Radar (SAR) payload, the

satellite is able to generate valuable images day or

night, irrespective of the weather conditions.

Employing lightweight, small satellite design

techniques and components to realise an affordable

system that is designed to operate in isolation or

within a constellation of satellites. Due to its

competitive low cost per satellite, the opportunity to

establish a constellation becomes a reality, ensuring

that revisit times are substantially shortened and

flexibility increased in acquiring timely information.

The FalconSAR makes use of the PanelSAR Frequency

Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) technology that

is an alternative to the more traditional pulsed systems.

The major benefit of this technology is the reduction in

weight of the satellite due to the reduced

requirements placed on the power systems on board

the satellite.

Overview

The satellite has been designed for a high data

capacity mission in a non-sun-synchronous orbit. The

solar panels gather the energy and use the inboard

energy storage to support satellite operations.

Accurate attitude and orbital control knowledge is

obtained from numerous sub systems such as star

trackers, fibre optic gyros, magnetometers, GPS, sun

and horizon sensors. Attitude control is performed by

reaction wheels and magnetic torque rods. Orbit

maintenance is achieved by onboard propulsion.

An S-band communication subsystem is used for

telecommands and telemetry with the spacecraft and

an X-band communication subsystem with steerable

antennas for the payload data download. 



FMCW Payload

The SAR payload is based on an X-band FMCW frequency radar that can be used in four different operational

modes. Strip map and ScanSAR mode are the conventional SAR imaging modes whereby the satellite flies over

the region of interest and images a strip at a certain angle of incidence as it travels in orbit. Spotlight mode helps

in achieving a much higher spatial resolution at the cost of limited coverage by keeping the beam onto the same

area of interest for a period of time, this is achieved by combining electronic steering of the antenna in

conjunction with a maneuver from the satellite. The final mode is a Wide Swath mode, whereby for the trade in

resolution the swath is vastly increased. This mode is particularly useful for maritime applications. 

FalconSAR

Constellation

The FalconSAR is designed as a small satellite support the deployment of up to six

satellites in a single launch. The design also supports either sun-synchronous or non

sun-synchronous (equatorial) orbits to be selected, depending on the identified

region of interest. A constellation of satellites drastically increases the revisit times

over the interested area.

These shorter revisit times not only allow for a richer data set that enhances the

quality of the interferometry information that is crucial to infrastructure monitoring,

but also provides a constant stream of imagery for use in time critical applications

such as disaster monitoring or reconnaissance. Two satellites can be accommodated

in a DNEPR and six satellites in a Soyuz Launch Vehicle during a single launch.

SAR Modes

Stripmap (green) and ScanSAR (yellow) modes are the

conventional SAR imaging modes. Stripmap translates

to high resolution, narrow swath images, whereas

ScanSAR images have lower resolution, but a far wider

swath. Spotlight (red) mode achieves a very high

spatial resolution by accurately pointing the radar

toward the same area of interest, combining electronic

steering of the antenna with a manoeuvre from the

satellite. Wide Swath (blue) mode has a very wide

swath at a reduced resolution and is well suited for

maritime applications by making use of the large

contrast between the generally uniform sea surface

and a maritime vessel or object. 
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Delivery Schedule

The delivery schedule for a satellite ready for launch is 36 months, from receipt of order. Complete

environmental vibration and thermal vacuum testing will be done at the appropriate levels of system

integration according to customer requirements combined with tailored European Cooperation for Space

Standardization (ECSS) standards. The complete system verification will be performed during the acceptance

test phase prior to delivery and payload specific performance determination and calibration shall be executed

prior to its satellite integration.
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Applications

The satellite imagery data can be ingested into geospatial analysis systems to support a wide range of

applications. The information extracted from the imagery will support geographic information system,

intelligence, mapping, charting and geodesy. A few applications of the SAR data are explored below, these are

disaster monitoring, infrastructure and asset monitoring as well as maritime domain awareness.

Disaster Monitoring 

Earthquakes, floods, severe storms and fires are only a

small sample of the natural disasters that occur everyday.

These can trigger national emergencies and the cost

incurred are calculated in billions of dollars each year.

The SAR satellite is crucial in assisting with disaster

monitoring. Not only can it be used preventatively but

also as a sensor that can provide continuous updates

over an unfolding disaster area, whether it is day or night,

and independent of weather or cloud obscuration.

Infrastructure and Asset Monitoring

Effective monitoring is required to identify structural problems or ground deformations. Making use of

interferometric SAR (InSAR) changes of a few millimetres over time can be exposed through a process of taking

multiple images over the same region over a period of time. Making use of persistent scatters within these

images and the combination of these multiple images, slight and subtle changes can be detected. From this

data, mitigation strategies can be put in place saving human lives, protecting biodiversity and reducing

maintainence costs. 

Maritime Domain Awareness

The FalconSAR includes an S-AIS receiver onboard. AIS is a shipboard

broadcast system that transmits a vessel’s identification, position and

other critical data. By downlinking the data from the AIS receiver and

fusing this data with the data extracted from the SAR images taken over

the same area and at the same time, an overlay is produced that can be

used to identify vessels that are not transmitting their AIS information.

These vessels can then be investigated to gain an understanding if they

are involved in illegal activities ranging from unauthorized  bilge

dumping, to illegal fishing to piracy. In a following pass the satellite could

be configured into a Spotlight mode to generate a high-resolution image

of the vessel in question.


